BackCountry Blend (BCB) was designed as
an economic choice for gardeners who want
to spend less, save time and expend less
labour in the process of getting the same
reliable results.

What is BackCountry Blend?

BackCountry Blend (BCB) is a granular, slow-release nutrient system that provides your
plants with stable nutrition throughout periods of vegetative, flowering and ripening
growth. The complete feed program comes in three parts: Grow, Bloom and Boost.
While each product has the same application in the garden, each part has its own
function based on the specific stage of plant growth. Furthermore, the Grow, Bloom
and Boost formulations of BackCountry Blend come incorporated with TrueCoat
technology: a proprietary blend of micronutrients that are amended into each pellet of
BackCountry Blend. This ensures that plants remain healthy and unblemished by
nutrient deficiencies throughout all stages of growth.

Save Time

Unlike liquid fertilizers that require
bi-weekly feedings, mixing and
constant buffering, BackCountry
Blend saves growers time by being
the simplest and most aggressive
slow-release formula on the market.

Save Money

Among other nutrient systems
specifically tailored for the outdoor
garden, BackCountry Blend is the
only feed program that promises
significant cost savings without
compromising results.

Save on Labour

With a slow-release fertilizer like
BackCountry Blend, you can expect
a massive decrease in labour.
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For us at VETIVA, BACKCOUNTRV BLEND worked flawlessly.
AFFORDABILITY, STABLE & TIME SAVING !!! We were under time
constraints and just couldn't have been busier, BACKCOUNTRV
made daily and weekly maintenance a breeze and saved time in
so many ways. PLUS our plants had never been happier. Not to
mention the reps and staff at GreenPlanet answering any and
all questions we had. We here at VETIVA will be continuing to
use GREENPLANET from here on out.
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